
Only from Nemco!

Easy Cheese Blocker™/
Easy Cheeser™

Take your 40-pound cheese blocks down to any number of uniform 
shapes and sizes in seconds, with these two durable, easy-to-use devices.



Like a Hot Knife
Through Cheese

Suggested Uses
The Easy Cheese Blocker combines with the 
Easy Cheeser to quickly turn bulk cheeses into 
portioned amounts for salad bars, deli trays, 
party packs, in-store sampling, hors d’oeuvres 
and specialty trays.
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Nemco brings you two fast and conveniently simple countertop tools that 
take all the work out of breaking your cheeses down into smaller portions.

Cut your bulk cheeses into manageable sizes with the 
Easy Cheese Blocker
 •  The calibrated notched cutting guide (1⁄2" increments) and 

the easy-action cutting bow ensure straight, even cuts precisely 
to the size you need.

 •  Even the densest cheeses are no match for 
the tough, stainless steel construction 
and durable cutting wire.

 •  Clean up and cutting wire replacement 
are super easy, saving time.

 •  Process 40-lb cheese block, 35-lb 
cheese wheels or smaller.

Cut your smaller cheese portions into uniform 
cubes, sticks or blocks with the Easy Cheeser
 •  Easy-to-use slicing arm slides right through cheese of 

any thickness or density.
 • All steel construction provides lasting performance.
 • Stainless steel cutting wires are easy to replace.
 • Cutting area accommodates 1⁄3 of a 5-lb cheese loaf.

3/4" stick

3/4" cube 3/8" cube

3/4" x 3/4" x 3/8"
square block

3/4" x 3/8" x 3/8"
rectangular block

3/8" stick 3/8" x 3/4" stick

 •  Even the densest cheeses are no match for  •  Even the densest cheeses are no match for 
the tough, stainless steel construction 

 •  Clean up and cutting wire replacement 

Easy Cheese Blocker—Specifications
For Model No: 55350A 

Dimensions
Equipment (h x w x d) 12" x 121⁄4" x 211⁄2"
Shipping weight 15 lbs.

Easy Cheeser—Specifications
For Model No: 55300A 

Dimensions
Equipment (h x w x d) 41⁄2" x 63⁄4" x 121⁄2"
Handle height 131⁄4"
Actual weight 3.8 lbs.
Shipping weight 5 lbs.
(6 lbs if both slicing arms included)

Model Description Wire Kit
55300A 3⁄4" slicing arm 55288
55300A-1 3⁄8" slicing arm 55288
55300A-2 3⁄4" & 3⁄8" arms 55288

Replacement parts are available through 
Nemco’s 24-hour Zip Program.

Nemco reserves the right to make design, 
specification or model changes without notice.

Easy Cheeser is great 
for butter too! Makes 
individual pats and 
serving-size squares.

Note: Always remove 
outer cover from cheese 
before cutting.

Easily interchangeable 
slicing arms offer 

3⁄8" or 3⁄4" cuts.

Suggested Uses
The Easy Cheese Blocker combines with the 

Nemco brings you two fast and conveniently simple countertop tools that 
take all the work out of breaking your cheeses down into smaller portions.


